Dan Aaron – recovery from Crohn’s complications
Ann Ashby – thyroid cancer – recovery from surgery
Lindy Bunting – diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer
Marcy Campbell – recovery from stroke – is home
Nina Collins – Mayo in March for new type of chemo
Mary Erickson – proton and chemo treatments
Von Ibbotson – surgery March 2 to remove brain tumor
Brett Kennard – diagnosed with brain tumor
Chad Kimpel – recovery from heart transplant
Levi King – Hospice called in
David Lane – traveling in March to Israel and Jordan
Teresa Litherland – chemo treatments
Cheryl Moore – cancer – experimental treatments
Joy Moore – recovery from health issues
Emily Mount – recovery from broken pelvis
Patrick O’Brien – heart issues
Pinehaven Christian Children’s Ranch
Dave Rigg – recovery from pneumonia
Kayla Roosevelt – injections in knee and spine
Leo Shaw – IV medicine for infection
Silent prayer request for family in our Church
Emma Lou Smith – recovery from broken collar bone

Family of Rosemary Strine

LONG TERM PRAYER NEEDS

Our Nation and Leaders
The Unsaved and Unfaithful
Those in the Military
Those in the Nursing Home
Missionaries

Amy Bell     Marlin Mason
Rick Campbell Sherrie Massey
Bill Carson   Kristy Mead
Rick Catt     Rick Meadows
Kent Collins  Linda Oxby
Rachel Crouch Carrol Pierce
Fifth Quarter Ministry Kaylene Powell
Don Frankland Pat Rigg
Jonah Goodman Susan Roethe
Nathan Grubb  Noah Schultz
Bill Hasewinkle Rachel Short
Lynda Hedrick  Kieran Simmons
Scott Hodgson  Jimmy Simms
Angie Hout     Kathy Smith
Jana Ibbotson  Ruth Smith
Jennifer Johnson Phyllis (Reid) White
Martha Kaufman Larry Washburn
Lynn Lee       Ardis Wick
Mary Leigh     Evelyn Yokel